
CLASSES with visiting teachers 

October 26 & 27 -
Tropical jazz with
terry dryden
Full of fun, Terry will bring this

counted canvas design to

life.  Tropical Jazz is a collage of col-

ors, textures, and patterns which combine to create the im-

agery of a tropical paradise. Learn a new marker technique for adding color and

depth to the canvas, and then stitch a few new openwork patterns with Sea

Grass and Soy Luster, to add even more interest. Braids stitched with sequins,

Stef Francis’ hand-dyed slubbed silk and crinkled rayon, and several Valdani cot-

tons are all included here with interesting and unique results. Resin and other

beads are scattered throughout the design and there will be a demo in class on

painting the resin beads.  Complete details are on the website in the Visiting

Teachers Class Section.  Please sign up soon to reserve your space.  

JULy 20 & 21 - Julia snyder
Julia Snyder will be here July 20th and 21st brim-

ming with ideas to take your canvas to the next

level.  Join us for one or both days.  Select your fa-

vorite canvas and allow Julia to work her magic on

it.  She will select threads and stitches creating a

stitchguide just for you.  

We still have a few spaces left!  Call us to reserve

your spot.

June has been a whirl-
wind month.  Brenda
Hart was here with all
her enthusiasm and
style.  There were so
many fun ideas in that
class.  The ladies that
took the class were in-
spired to tackle new

stitches and concepts with
Brenda’s guidance.  It was a great
weekend.  Now we are looking 
forward to Julia Snyder arriving
mid July for a different style of
canvas embellishment and just as
much fun.  

Aquamarine our easy-peasy sum-
mer mystery class just ended.  She
really is easy but with huge im-
pact.  Gotta love that in a canvas.

When we weren’t having class we
were shipping fools.  The 6th kit
for the Row of Ladies left early in
the month.  She is adorable and I
am anxious to get the last one fin-
ished and send her off for fram-
ing. I have ideas for this one.  The
first lesson of our new Holiday
Mystery just shipped.  Things are
rolling along and we are keeping
UPS busy sending sparkly purple
packages to your door.

Stay tuned and see what’s next.

xo

Ruth Schmuff, Owner

July 2013
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how do these 

mystery classes work?
What exactly is a mystery class?  A

mystery class is just like a mystery in

a book;  it unfolds in chapters.  With

each chapter more of the mystery

(how are we going to stitch this can-

vas) is revealed?

We meet pretty much every other

Sunday afternoon (unless the class-

room is booked with another teacher)

and review the twists, turns

and fun of the current lesson.

Class is from 1 to 3 pm.  Can’t

join us in person?  No problem,

we will ship to you.  The instruc-

tions have full color photos of

the canvas stitched to date

along with complete instructions

and diagrams.  

I also post lots of pictures on my blog

www.NotYourGrandmother’sNeedle-

point.com the Sunday evening after

class.  

And so that you don’t feel left out

missing the in class shenanigans we

set up a online stitching group at

www.stitcherie.com.  There is a discus-

sion for each class!

Aquamarine is the perfect summer

project.  She’s not too big and she’s

an easy stitch.  Well, with the excep-

tion of basketweaving the hair in the

darkest navy silk, she’s an easy stitch.

What I love about our girl is the

huge impact from the easy stitches.  

Her hair is big Va Va Va Voom curls

thanks to the magic of Wonder

Ribbon.  This stuff is a wonder.  

Her tail is a sequiny heaven.  The

bottom part of the tail is row after row of

tiny sequins.  The main part of her tail is large

eyelets worked with Accentuate

adorned with large sequins in the cen-

ter.  Pretty easy and oh so sparkly! 

Want to join 

the party?

If you fall in love with a mystery 
class after it’s over or while it’s 

in progress it’s never to late to join 
the fun.  We can kit the project and

send it your way.  

Mystery classes
aquamarine mermaid

Finishing deadlines

Halloween items are due to us by August 24.  Christmas ornaments are also due to us by August 24, all other

Christmas finishing is due September 20th.  Happy Stitching!



Technique of the month
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Wonder Ribbon

Wonder Ribbon is a tubular mesh made from metal.  It’s super cool to

work with and super forgiving.  Grab a piece and stretch it width-wise.

Watch it double, triple, quadruple in size.  Don’t like it?  Pull it the other

way and voila’ it’s back in shape again.

To make her curls, we tied a knot in one end of the ribbon and placed it

behind our stitching.  Bring the needle up and swoop the ribbon around in

a curl.  It just came off a spool so it wants to curl.  Sink the ribbon at the

far end of her curl;  don’t pull to tight.  Bring the ribbon back to the front

to start your next curl.  (You don’t ever want threads hanging on the

back of your stitching getting in your way.)

Now for the fun part, stretch the ribbon width-wise to fluff up the curls.

You can make them even or irregular.  Make them as dramatic as you

want.  I stood my ribbon on it’s edge to give it depth away from the

canvas and tacked it only along one edge.  Use a single strand of invisi-

ble thread or a ply of silk or floss to tack the ribbon in position.   You

just want enough stitches so it doesn’t move.  

The bowl shown at right is a single length of 6mm Wonder Ribbon

pulled to over and inch wide and tacked it place to make a great

texture.  
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Row of Ladies by Lee  
The Row of Ladies by Lee is our current

Mystery With a Twist.  This is a study in fash-

ion.  All the ladies are so pretty in their

gowns.  Lots of fun details to bring to life.   

The cost for the class is the cost of the canvas $110

plus $15 per lesson and the price of the threads, beads, crystals etc for that lesson.

Canvas design area is 10 x 16 handpainted on 18ct mono.  You will need 14 x 20 stretcher bars.

looking for something with a slower pace? 

TRy a mystery with a twist class
We also offer Mystery With a Twist projects.  These work just like the regular Mystery Classes except you don’t really

know when the next lesson is coming.  I fit these in between the regular mysteries.  The lessons are about 3 months

apart.  You have time to stitch the lesson, but still work on your other projects.  There are no in-person lessons.  Every-

one is an outpatient for this class.  

With each lesson you receive the next part of the stitchguide ($15 fee) plus the necessary threads, beads etc.  

All the other fun details of our mystery classes will remain the same. We will post close up pictures to the blog and 

continue to maintain our discussion group for the mystery on stitcherie so the only real change is the time frame. 

Join us for a Mystery with a Twist or a
Holiday Mystery with a Twist!

What’s the next mystery?   

blue moon by zecca
This has long been a favorite canvas of ours so it is time to make it a mystery and have a

great time stitching it!  Classes will be July 14,  August 4 and 25 and September 8. Sunday

afternoons from 1-3pm.  The cost for the class is the cost of the canvas $187 plus $15

per lesson and the price of the threads, beads, crystals etc for that lesson.

Canvas design area is 11.25 x 11.5 handpainted on 18ct.  You will need 16 x 16 stretcher bars.  



notyourgrandmothersneedlepoint.com
Here’s where you can check out all the latest in the shop, in

my wholesale line available at shops nationwide and simply

in my mind.  Yes, it’s a scary place sometimes.  Way too many

ideas are floating around up there.

Are you looking for a community of stitchers where

you can post and ask questions about needlework re-

lated things?  Why not visit us on www.Stitcherie.com;

it’s a fun and supportive group!  We have dedicated chat

groups over there for the mystery classes - great for

encouragement and keeping up.  The cyberclasses will

soon be hosted there too.
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NEW! - Holiday Mystery with a twist

christmas village by melissa shirley
It was suggested that many of you would like to take a Holiday Mystery Class but

just don’t have the time at the end of the year.  Why not start a Holiday Mystery

With a Twist Class?  

The cost for the class is the cost of the canvas $305 plus $15 per lesson and the

price of the threads, beads, crystals etc for that lesson.  As a special holiday gift

we will give 20% off on this canvas making it $244.00.

Canvas design area is 20 x 8.5 handpainted on 18ct mono.  You will need 26 x 14

stretcher bars.

The first lesson has just shipped with 6 to 7 lessons at approximately 3 month

intervals to follow.  It’s not too late to join us.

Why not join us for a Mystery

Makeup Day

We all love to start projects, but

then life gets in the way and sud-

denly there are so many WIPS that

we don't know what to do first.

Let's have a stitch-in and see if we

can't get rolling again.  Bring any

Mystery Class project that you 

need a little extra help on, or want 

a push to get finished, and spend the

day stitching in our classroom.  I'll

be there to help you review what-

ever you need.  We'll have lunch and

simply have a fun girls day.

The next Mystery Make Up Date

will be:  Saturday, July 27, 11-4

Fee is $45/day and includes lunch.

Please register early to reserve your

space.  

Mystery 
makeup lessons
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CLASSES with ruth 

August 10 - It’s a penguin party!
We all love Charley Harper and what could be cuter than a daddy and baby

penguin?  Do you ever wonder how my mind works?  Why I pick the stitches

I pick and the threads I use?  In this class I will share the inner chaos that is

my mind ;-) 

Spend the day stitching with friends while learning new stitches and tech-

niques.  Class will be August 10 from 11-5pm.  

Canvas design area is 9.5 x 13 stitchpainted on 18ct. Class cost is $350.00

and includes canvas, threads, crystals, instruction and lunch! 

You will need 14 x 17 stretcher bars.  Please register early to ensure we

have a canvas for you.

Stitches volume Three!  
book or app?
The third volume in my larger than life Stitches series is now available.  These books really are

larger than life with their full-page, easy-to-read diagrams.  Volume Three has 280+ stitches!  

Retail price is $50.00.  

Diagrams are arranged alphabetically by stitch type including:  Diago-

nal Stitches, Straight Stitches, Crossed and Tied Stitches, Eye Stitches,

Darning Patterns, Laid Fillings, Blackwork Patterns and Decorative Stitches.

There is also an alphabetical index of all stitches for easy reference.  I am waiting for a second

shipment of books so will be able to ship very soon.  

Do you have an iphone or an ipad?  If so, you can also have your books with you 24/7.  All

three volumes are available as apps through the app store.  type in needlepoint and you will

find them all. 

Compiled By 

Ruth Schmuff

New
Stitches !



Other clubs to consider
Shown at right are the Crazy Patch Boo-nanza

by EyeCandy Needleart, Kelly Clark’s Tremen-

dous Trees and Hoot!  Hoot! by EyeCandy

Needleart.  

Call the shop at 410.296.0405 or visit 

www.BedeckedandBeadazzled. com.  Click on 

clubs to see all the clubs and to sign up!

Club rules

1. You can sign up for a club at

anytime. Your first shipment will

go out on the 10th of the month

following your sign up.

2. We will take a deposit equal to

the cost of the canvas/guide in

your first shipment. This deposit

will be applied to your final ship-

ment of the club.

3. There is a complete

thread/bead/crystal/embellishment

kit available for the club at an ad-

ditional charge. It includes all

threads/beads etc to stitch the

entire series. It is sent with the

first club shipment if desired.  A

50% deposit will be taken at sign

up for those desiring the thread

kit.

4. Now, for the cool part. There

are freebies - gifts for joining the

club! Each club has it's own gifts.

Stars and stripes by kelly clark
What’s not to love about monthly clubs?  A fun
package of needlepoint goodies all colorful and
sparkly delivered directly to your door.  

How cute are these new firecrackers?  

Designed by Kelly Clark they stitch up double quick to create

a festive patriotic display. Our brand new club starts August 2013.  Register

now and each month for seven months you will receive one canvas with

stitchguide.  Price per month $47.00 plus shipping.  On the eighth month you

will receive two firecrackers with the ninth being half price! There is a

thread/bead kit available separately.

Sign up at www.BedeckedandBeadazzled. com.  Click on clubs to view details

of the Stars and Stripes Forever Club and our other fun clubs.
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Monthly Clubs!
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Large Air Born
by zecca

14” x 14” on 18ct
canvas $317.00

Snap Tray/Bead Tray
Twin Sets

by carol eix
$67.00

Strong Coffee
by Hal Mayforth
8” x 11” on 18ct
canvas $174.00

Wacky Witchy
by Rebecca Wood
5” x 4” on 18ct

canvas with stitchguide
$65.00


